OCTOBER 2022, Lucca, Italy
October 15, 2022 by Tom Lutz
We are here after how many years – too many years! While back in Minneapolis
today it is 34 and snow is falling, we were able to convince the hotel to turn the AC
back on as it is in the upper 70s. Anyway, today started out fantastic as I finally
woke up with the alarm versus fighting the jet lag, early morning agitation. Piano e
piano. After breakfast, it is off to the school to meet Daniela for a placement
test. Beginner+, I can live with that, especially since this is also where the love of
my life Jeanne was placed. Daniela’s orientation tour of Lucca provided a great
cultural background of Lucchese people and the city in which we will live for the
next two weeks. With an earlier evening aperitivo with Agnese from the LIS school
before dinner, it was the perfect end of our first day.

October 15, 2022 by Gary Schaefer
We left Lucca early for a tour of the Carrara marble quarry. Nearing the quarry, we
saw warehouse after warehouse with giant cubes and slabs of marble sitting in the
yards. The drive up the mountain provided spectacular views of the outside veins
being worked. The machines being used were so much further up the mountain that
they looked like toys, but when we got out of the bus at the highest allowed point,
we could still hear the noise of the excavation. The part I liked best was entering
the "Cave", a series of connecting spaces with room for parking a few vehicles. This
space was surreal, created by the systematic mining of huge cubes of marble over
the years, so that every direction and surface you looked at was marble, and there
was even a fresco painted on one of the walls. After the tour guide pulled me from
the gift shop, we travelled to the seaside town of Lerici. The weather was pleasant
and slightly overcast, not ideal beach weather, but there were still plenty of people.
We started at the castle. Once we took a good look from the base up to the highest
point, we quickly decided to use the lift to get to the top, and we were rewarded
with magnificent views of the surrounding countryside and the seashore. After
taking the stairs all the way down, we used our free time to roam around, looking
for food and a bit of adventure. When it was finally time to return to Lucca
everyone was tired, which made for a very quiet ride home, perhaps punctuated by
a few gentle snores. Note: Friday 10/14: Placement Test, I made it into Beginners YES!

October 17, 2022 by Janet Callhan
Today was the official beginning of the school week and we were joined by 30 other
students. They come from all over - Europe, South America, Canada and the US,
even Australia. Some have family ties to Italy, some are studying to expand their
professional opportunities, some have exchanged their hearts with an Italian and
some have picked up the language just for pleasure. Some students are here just 1
or 2 weeks; others for as long as 6 or 8 weeks. The composition of each class group
changes every week as shorter-term students leave and new students join the
continuing ones. In such mixed and ever-changing groupings the 6 instructors have
to be very adept at responding to each student’s particular skills! We students are
choosing to be both flexible and committed to participating very actively so we can
make the most of our learning time here. On a solo walk this afternoon I came
across a tiny church - a chiesina - modified in 1300 from an oratorio dating from
the early 1100s. If that age is not remarkable enough, one of the chiesina’s walls is
a remnant of Lucca’s original Roman wall. “Roman” as in 2nd century AD!
Our group ended our day with a light concert of arias by local-boy-made-good
Giacomo Puccini and by Mozart. (No, we’re not sure how, or even IF, Mozart
connects with Puccini!) In the one-time Basilica di San Giovanni (also with a Roman
era foundation) we enjoyed a program of 11 selections performed by 2 singers and
a pianist. We all agreed it was wonderfully done. And most appreciated for being
less than ⅓ the length of our other musical option, the complete “Don Giovanni”!
Our weather continues to be spectacular, quite different from the chill back home,
so best to say no more about that. Here are a few pics from today'.

October 20, 2022 by Michael Sancilio
Suzanne and I have a 4-year-old grandson named Jack. Whenever we go on a trip,
Jack wishes us well, in his silly, endearing, 4-year-old way, by telling us to “Watch
out for hungry lions!” We don’t know exactly where this advice originated, but we’re
always sure to follow it.
Jack shared this wise counsel with us last week when we spoke with him the night
before leaving for Italy. Once we arrived in Lucca, we discovered how prudent
Jack’s advice was. It turns out that we are surrounded by lions in Lucca! They are
all around, if you look closely. Fortunately, the ones we’ve seen have been more
friendly than hungry, as we’ve reassured Jack when we send him a photo of a
Lucchese lion each night before going to bed. (Some of the lion photos we’ve sent
to Jack accompany this blog entry.)
Spying the architectural and artistic details surrounding us in Lucca (which include
not only hungry lions, but also strange sea creatures, exotic animals, and unusual
beings of all kinds) is one of the delights of being here. We spotted one of the
hungry, but friendly, lions this evening on the way to a wonderful wine tasting
event organized for the ICC group by the Lucca Italian School. The session was held
at the Osteria Lo Stellario in Piazza San Francesco and was charmingly led by our
sommelier Chiara, who patiently but expertly guided us through a tasty selection of
three Lucchese wines while educating our previously untrained eyes, noses and
mouths in the fine art of wine-tasting. The evening was capped by yet another
delicious meal (this one from Il Ristorante Mecenate) shared by the Minnesota
contingent, followed by our nightly pursuit of gelato. Like not-so-stealthy hunters
on the prowl, we stalk this prey relentlessly and, so far, very successfully. The
friendly and watchful lions of Lucca provide good company as we do.

October 19 by Marjorie Hogan.
"After waking up to another sunny, lovely day in Lucca, il gruppo walked to school
for our classes a fuori (outside). Following class and lunch (whether salad, pasta, or
a rather gigantic focaccia), our comfortable bus left for Villa Reale. This
breathtakingly beautiful estate (about 40 acres in area) features palaces, many
gardens, churches, an outdoor theater, un lago and other water features - and even
a nice bar at the end of la passeggiata. The original footprint dates to medieval
times, but in the early 1800s Elisa Baciocchi, the sister of Napoleon Bonaparte (and
Principessa di Lucca), became the Villa’s most famous resident. Currently a Swiss
family (definitely of considerable means!) acquired the Villa Reale. The gorgeous
property has been extensively and authentically restored. With our Lucca Italian
School guide, Susanna, we enjoyed a leisurely passeggiata through the Villa, first
entering the sumptuous residence. The art, sculptures, textiles, reliefs, and floors
have all been restored and the furniture and musical instruments are authentic. We
walked through the gardens - il giardino dei limone, il giardino Spagnolo, la grotta
di Pan (with some bizarre statues and reliefs) - and marveled at the amount of
l’acqua necessary to keep the lush lawns green and the plants thriving. Returning
to Albergo La Luna, everyone headed out for una cena e vino (and always un gelato
to complete the evening)".

October 22 by Jeanne Lutz.
Bob Dylan, the Etruscans, and the Art of Traveling Like a Pilgrim.
On this jingle jangle morning, we board our shuttle bus—what I like to refer to as
the Big Van Theory because theoretically it can get through all of the narrow,
winding roads that take us around the Tuscan countryside. Today we’re bound for
Volterra.
Volterra is a town forged on the top of a mountain by Etruscans around 900 B.C.E.
They grew rich through trade with many other cultures, including the Celtics, the
Greeks, and the Arabians.
The Etruscan Museum in Volterra displays amazing evidence of large family tombs
and imported luxuries.
Today, the Etruscan language is only partly understood, but Volterra remains home
to alabaster workshops, jewelry makers, other artisans, produce markets, and
provides views galore. The first thing Italians want me to know when they find out I
am from Minnesota, is that they are huge Bob Dylan fans. They rattle off his song
titles. They know all the lyrics. Street musicians play his work on their accordions,
their guitars, and their flutes. Today in Volterra, Tom and I sit over aperitivos with
some locals, our heads thoughtfully in our hands, wondering just exactly how
many roads a man must walk down before you can call him a man.
Dylan travels often, I imagine, to gather inspiration from people, literature, and art.
He doesn’t seem like the type to bog himself down with a shallow itinerary. Like a
pilgrim, I believe he keeps his destinations sacred, his reasons spiritual. Like a
pilgrim, he allows his soul to figure out which turns to take, and gracefully submits
to the significance of sometimes getting lost.
I’d like to think that I, too, am a pilgrim here in Italy. I have been to Italy many
times before, worshipped at the counter of many a gelato shop and sang hymns of
praise over exquisite coffee, pasta, olive oil, and wine. But this year, more than
ever, I’ve become a devotee to Italy’s language, history, art, architecture, and its
people. Whether it’s because of my Benedetta, my Italian language instructor,
international classmates, or my ICC companions, I’ve come to realize that the
Itinerary, the Journey, is not a competition.
There is no longer the need to get seized by the wish to do too much, otherwise our
bodies and our souls may soon demand an explanation. A pilgrim looks around,
pauses, and observes.Reaches. As a pilgrim here in Lucca this year, my hope is not
only to escape life’s daily banalities, but to transcend mediocrity. I want to be more
than some god’s spinster sister blowing on a seashell horn. Traveling like a pilgrim
means gaining new ways of thinking. New ways of replenishing the soul. And for
me, that’s enough. The Etruscans probably understood this, and I’m guessing Bob
Dylan does, too.

